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Applications to experiments are discussed.
PACS numbers: 05.45. +b, 03.20. +i, 47.20. +m, 74.50.+r In the context of the transition to chaos via quasiperiodicity, most attention has been paid to the local scaling behavior at a particular irrational winding number. ' Although universal behavior has been theoretically predicted, ' ' its experimental verification has not followed, simply because minute changes in winding numbers lead to large changes in scaling behavior.
It appears that of greater interest and experimental accessability are those universal properties that are globa/ in the sense of pertaining to a range of winding numbers. Indeed, such a property has been found and reported by Jensen, Bak, and Bohr, and Ref. 3 . Surprisingly, the value of D&, an estimate based on only two gaps, was always very close to D" (the deviation less than 1%). The result was invariant to the choice of P/Q and P'/Q' and can be applied to any interval of the staircase on Fig. 1 . Moreover, the result is invariant to the choice of dynamical system 0"+t f(iI") as long--as f' (8) ' ' the renormalization-group formulation has been used in this context to study the local scaling properties of golden winding numbers like N"= (JS -1)/2. ' A series of rational approximants w"= F"/F"+) was constructed by using Fibonacci numbers F"+1=F"+F"1, Fo=0, F1 = 1. Defining
In the limit n~one obtains the fixed-point equation f '(x) =uf'(nf'(o. 'x) (1) to obtain the exact result
g (x) =~g)+ /s(ag, ,/, /, (x/'n')).
The normalization conditions are go(0) = 0, g) (0) = 1.
We use now the universal object g~(x) to investigate the structure of mode lockings. As noted before, for p = 0 g~(x) has a superstable fixed point at x = 0. The range of p around zero for which g~( x) still has a fixed point is the range of parameters for which the original map is locked on some (" infinitely" high) winding rawhere g"=5"/5"+ ) and n"= c"+&/c". mode-locked states which are universally located. However, these are not ali the locked ranges. In Fig. 2 we plot the largest locking ranges that can be obtained in the way just described, and also indicate some of those that do not fall into this category, since they correspond to winding numbers that are not F"/F"+&. Also these lockings will have infinite numbers of counterparts in the scaled-down regions on the right. All the universal locking intervals can be found by composing a pair of universal functions since every rational number can be expressed as a Farey composition of its two parent rationals.
In practice, an approximation to the function g~(x)
can be found relatively easily, straight from the definition (1) and any starting function fn(x). We picked q)"(x) = (I/n')g, ,2[» (n2g~( x) ).
Once this range of p is found, another will occur between p = 1+1/5 and p = 1, self-similarly placed but scaled down by 5 etc. , etc. sal object g~(x) '? Consider for example the range denoted (F"+F"+2)/(F"+ t + F"+3 (iii) The universality of the mode-locking structure discussed here can be continued to the complex plane, yielding a set analogous to the Mandelbrot set for the map z' = z2+ c. '4 In Fig. 3 we show the set of complex parameters 0 for which the complexified map f (z) = z+ 0 -(I/2m) sin(2n. z) has locked solutions. We convinced ourselves numerically that this set has similar universal properties to the ones discussed above. In particular, the regions obtained by stretching up the set contained between winding numbers F"/F"+t and F"+t/F"+q seem to result in an invariant set. One can also see that the shape of any "egg" has a degree of universality. In particular the ratio of the width on the real axis to the height as measured by the point linking the "egg" to its largest leaf is apparently constant ( -1.1).
